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Chapter 291: Deeds spread 

however. 

He just walked into the lobby on the 24th floor and immediately attracted countless eyes. 

Among these people, there are those who apologized to Su Lang in the assessment hall and slapped 

three of them. 

There are also students who witnessed Su Lang directly refining ten materials with the Lagerstroemia 

infinite fire on the 24th floor. 

And the moment they saw Su Lang, they all shook their bodies and stared, showing expressions of shock 

and admiration, or horror and fear. 

When the other students saw this scene, their faces were suddenly shocked. 

"It's Senior Su Lang!" 

"Senior Su Lang is out!" 

"He challenged Li Ming, bet more than 600 people, and entered the alchemy room with 180,000 

materials!?" 

"I'm going, I look so young, I'm not even twenty years old!" 

"Is that nonsense? Senior Su Lang has just enrolled in school, of course he is young!" 

"What? Just enrolled? Isn't it only the specialty class is starting now? Isn't Senior Su Lang a new student 

in this year's specialty class?" 

"Yes, Senior Su Lang is a new student. He beats the golden student as soon as he enrolls, and he is 

invincible under platinum!" 

"Hmph, with the talent of Senior Su Lang, Platinum is nothing but a scum, I bet he will become a Zijin 

student!" 

"I think so too, genius, evildoer, I'm just like the mud that can't hold on to the wall!" 

"In front of such geniuses, we are all overshadowed!" 

"..." 

The students talked a lot, with envy on their faces. 

Those students who did not know at the beginning listened to the conversation, and they were all 

shocked. 

Su Lang listened to the people's discussion and understood that his deeds had been spread, so he 

couldn't help but hooked his mouth. 

Immediately, he came to the front of the bar under the gaze of countless people. 
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"Senior Su Lang!" 

A staff member bowed slightly. 

Su Lang said straightforwardly: "The last time's materials, each one will have another 5,000 copies!" 

As soon as this remark came out, the staff instantly looked dull. 

He never expected that after only two days, Su Lang would come to buy the materials again, and the 

quantity was still so huge! 

It's not just the staff that shocked. 

Everyone on the 24th floor was stunned. 

"My God! Didn't Senior Su Lang just buy 180,000 copies of materials?" 

"Yes, has Senior Su Lang used up all the materials?" 

"How could it be possible that 180,000 materials were consumed in two days. Is this talking in a dream?" 

"I think it's very possible. Senior Su Lang refining many materials at a time, and the time consumed each 

time is incredibly small. Maybe he really finished refining 180,000 materials!" 

"Puff!! So awesome!! How do I feel that you are all telling lies and teasing me!" 

"Huh, lie? At that time, dozens of us gambled with Senior Su Lang, and there were dozens of bystanders. 

You can ask someone to ask." 

"..." 

When everyone was discussing, Su Lang frowned at the staff: "What are you doing in a daze? Go get the 

materials!" 

"Yes Yes..." 

The staff twitched their mouths, and then went to fetch materials. 

After a while, he gave a total of 90,000 copies of materials to Su Lang: "Senior, the materials for the 18 

medicinal pills you want are almost gone..." 

"Okay, I know, next time I will change some pills." 

Su Lang waved his hand indifferently, then turned to leave after paying Lingshi. 

The staff stood in the same place with a wry smile, and when the pill materials were sold out, they 

would apply for it. 

But it has only been five days since the last supplementary materials, and now he applies again, he can 

imagine the ghostly expressions of those instructors! 

Regardless of the reaction of the staff and those students, Su Lang returned to the alchemy room with 

the materials and started a new round of alchemy. 

In an instant, a day passed. 



Su Lang once again refined 450,000 Tier 8 pills of perfect quality. 

At the same time, there was a soft knock on the door in the luxurious lounge of the Blue Star Dan 

Building. 

"coming." 

The avatar who had been sitting in the chair all day opened his eyes suddenly, and Su Lang took over his 

body again. 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang's thoughts moved, and a burst of mental energy swarmed out and 

opened the door. 

Chapter 292: These are all shiny spirit stones 

"Senior Owen Yao!" 

The visitor was Mo Qing, and he bowed deeply to Su Lang before daring to enter the door. 

At present, in his eyes, Su Lang is Ou Wenyao, the instructor of Xuanyuan Wudao Academy who has 

broken through to the realm of Danzun. 

This is already comparable to the existence of those great teachers in the Dan Sect, and one of the seven 

strongest alchemists in the world! 

Therefore, in the face of such an existence, Mo Qing did not dare to neglect the slightest. 

"Since you are here, it means that I have collected almost all the materials I need." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and said in O Wenyao's voice, "Let's say, which materials are collected, and which 

materials are not enough?" 

"Senior Owen Yao!" 

"Fortunately, the Blue Star Danlou used all its strength to collect 90% of the materials." 

"Only Tianxin Zhicao Pill lacks the material of Promise Huan Linghua!" 

While Mo Qing said respectfully, he placed a space ring in front of Su Lang. 

"There is only one material missing? Great!" 

Su Lang picked up the space ring in front of him, feeling overjoyed. 

Before he thought it would be good to be able to collect seven or eight, but he didn't expect to collect 

almost all of them. 

"How much spiritual stone are these materials worth?" 

Su Lang held back his joy, closed the space ring, and asked. 

"Senior, these materials are worth more than 2 million high-grade spirit stones." 

Mo Qing erected his head and said, "You are the top VIP of our Blue Star Danlou, so our Danlou decided 

to take out the odds. You only need to pay 200w high-grade spirit stones." 
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"Well, I have already felt the kindness of your Danlou." 

Su Lang laughed, "All the medicines I refined with these materials will be auctioned off here." 

In fact, Su Lang also knew that the part of more than two million high-grade spirit stones must be quite a 

lot, at least 100,000 high-grade spirit stones. 

As the top VIP of the Blue Star Danlou, it is absolutely impossible to offer so much discount. 

The reason for such a big discount is still due to his Dan Zun identity. 

"Thank you seniors for being intimacy!" 

Mo Qing clasped his fists and bowed, with endless joy on his face. 

If all those materials are refined into a pill and auctioned in their Blue Star Pill Building, they will 

definitely make a profit! 

"Well, you provide me with an alchemy room, I will now alchemy." 

"It won't take long for me to refine a large number of high-level pills. You have to make the auction 

bigger." 

Su Lang stood up and said with a smile, "The most important thing is to be fast. I refine the pill quickly." 

"Yes!" 

Mo Qing nodded solemnly, "At present, Danlou is already preparing an auction!" 

"Well, still don't reveal my name." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, "Of course, if you really can't hide it, just let it go." 

Owen Yao is dead anyway, even if his name is revealed? 

Take back the clone after the matter, and "Owen Yao" will evaporate from the world, who can find it? 

"Junior understand!" 

Mo Qing bowed and said, "I'll take Senior to the alchemy room, and ask Senior to follow me." 

"Then go." 

Su Lang waved his hand, and Mo Qing immediately led the way cautiously. 

Not long. 

Su Lang led by Mo Qing to the best alchemy room in the Blue Star Pill Building. 

"As expected to be professional." 

"This alchemy room is much better than the alchemy room on the 24th floor of the academy's alchemy 

building." 

After Mo Qing retreated, Su Lang looked at the surroundings and nodded silently. 



Of course, he also knew that the alchemy room on the 24th floor of the alchemy building was definitely 

not the best. 

Because there are dozens of floors above, the alchemy room there is definitely better than here! 

"When things are done here, we must plan to upgrade student qualifications." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang put the pill material into the storage space. 

"The system, give me an automatic alchemy and use up all the materials!" 

With an order, the pill refining villain in the mysterious black space immediately moved quickly. 

A large amount of alchemy materials disappeared from the storage space, and after 1 second, they 

turned into crystal-clear and perfect quality pills. 

King-level, imperial-level, and respect-level pill, all have a pill in 1 second, all of which are of perfect 

quality! 

Looking at these medicine pills, Su Lang couldn't help his eyes shine! 

These are all shiny spirit stones! 

After all, just buying the materials cost two million high-grade spirit stones. 

According to the huge profits of alchemy dozens of times, these pills can sell tens of millions of high-

grade spirit stones at least! 

Even hundreds of millions are impossible! 

Chapter 293: Are you doubting me? 

After the material is consumed. 

Su Lang was a little boring, he was going out now, but it was too terrifying. 

After all, what he refined was the pill of king-rank, imperial-rank or even honor-rank. 

When other people refine it, it can't be a day or two? How long is he now? Less than an hour! 

"At least...it takes a day..." 

"But, you can't waste this time!" 

Su Lang curled his lips, and immediately changed his expression, "Just go to the alchemy building to buy 

some materials for alchemy!" 

If he said nothing, Su Lang immediately retracted his consciousness and came to the bar on the 24th 

floor. 

His appearance once again aroused the exclamation of all the students! 

Everyone looked at him in horror, as if they were looking at a monster. 
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And when he asked the staff again that he needed a large amount of medicinal materials, everyone was 

directly dull and numb. 

This evildoer, I asked for 90,000 materials last time, but I ran out of it again? 

... 

No matter how surprised everyone was, Su Lang didn't care. 

After he got the alchemy materials, he returned to the refining room and started alchemy again. 

"It's so boring, I have to sleep for so long!" 

With a touch of resentment, Su Lang lay on the bed and went to sleep. 

In an instant, another day passed. 

Su Lang received nearly one million pills again! 

"Unfortunately, they are all Tier 8 pills." 

"We still have to upgrade the student's level as soon as possible to refine a more advanced medicine." 

With a sigh, Su Lang used his "perfect leaning over" to come to the clone of Blue Star Danlou. 

"It's time to go out." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and walked out of the alchemy room with countless pills. 

Not long after, a Martial King greeted him. 

This is a staff member sent by Mo Qing to listen to Su Lang's instructions at any time. 

"Master Owen Yao!" 

This King Wu lowered his eyebrows and pleasing his eyes, and bowed to the extreme. 

You know, King Wu is the overlord in Dongfang City, but here, he bows to his knees. 

This shows how noble Danzun's name is! 

"My pill is almost refined." 

Su Lang said lightly, "Go and call Mo Qing over." 

"what!?" 

The stubborn King Wu was stunned instantly! 

Didn't the Lord Ou Wenyao just enter the alchemy room yesterday? How could he finish the refining so 

soon? 

"What are you doing?" 

"Are you doubting me?" 



Su Lang hummed faintly, exuding a strong Wuhuang-level coercion. 

"No! The junior dare not!" 

The unbelievable King Wu hurriedly bowed to the ground, "I'm going to invite Master Mo Qing over!" 

"Go ahead." 

Su Lang nodded non-committal. 

The King Wu who bowed to the ground immediately retreated like an amnesty. 

Not long after, Mo Qing, who was also shocked and pale, came to Su Lang. 

Along with him, there is also a middle-aged man with a national character face, this man is full of 

majesty, at first glance he is a high-ranking generation. 

However, after seeing Su Lang, this person immediately became kind. 

"Master of Blue Star Danlou, Zhu Yue, met Mr. Ou Wenyao." 

The middle-aged man walked up to Su Lang, clasped his fists, and looked sincere. 

He also didn't use mental power to probe Su Lang's details, because it was a very rude behavior. 

"Mr. Zhu Yue, admiration for a long time." 

Su Lang smiled and bowed his hands, "I didn't expect Mr. Zhu Yue to meet me personally. It's a great 

honor." 

For Zhu Yue, Su Lang naturally knew. 

Because before he came to the Blue Star Dan Tower, he had long thought that his actions might attract 

the attention of the blue star Dan Tower high-level. 

So I learned about the high-levels of Lanxingdan Building in advance. 

"Mr. Owenyao is coming." 

Zhu Yue was still very polite, "It's what makes my Blue Star Dan Lou Pengxuan shine!" 

"Haha, Mr. Zhu Yue is too polite." 

Su Lang smiled faintly and said, "Presumably Mr. Zhu Yue already knows that I have finished refining the 

pill." 

"Mr. Ou Wenyao was promoted to Danzun, and his alchemy efficiency was amazing. I wonder how the 

seniors have gained?" 

Zhu Yue had a thick smile on his face, but in fact, he 

As the owner of the Blue Star Danlou, he himself is a master of Dan Dao, and he has approached the 

realm of Dan Zun. 

Chapter 294: Can you accept me as a disciple 
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He can also refine the king-rank pill, the emperor-rank pill. 

However, it is incredible to refine so many materials above the king rank in one day! 

Therefore, in his heart, he actually didn't believe that the senior Danzun in front of him had finished 

refining the pill. 

Even if the materials are really used up, there is a high probability that they will fail and the materials 

will be consumed in vain. 

If this is the case, the two million high-grade spirit stones they paid in advance can hardly be recovered 

in a short time! 

Two million high-grade spirit stones, this is not a small number! 

"Mr. Zhu Yue, don't worry, I have special alchemy skills." 

"Those materials are not wasted at all, they have all been refined into the best quality pill!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and immediately took out all the refined pills and put them in front of Zhu Yue. 

As soon as Zhu Yue had a slight doubt about Su Lang's words, he was attracted by the pill in front of him. 

At the same time, Mo Qing and the other Wu Wang were also dumbfounded. 

"This is... the king-level pill, the imaginary king pill, and it is, perfect quality!" 

"Oh my god, this is the emperor-level pill Jiuqiao Jade Pill, and it is also of perfect quality!" 

"Here there is, this is the venerable pill Beidou Great Huan Shen Pill! It is also of perfect quality!" 

"This, this, everything is actually a perfect quality pill!" 

"..." 

Looking at these pills in front of him, Zhu Yue's eyes violently burst, and his body trembled hard to 

restrain himself! 

The two of Mo Qing stood still as if their souls were scattered, motionless, like rotten wood! 

"Mr. Zhu Yue, can you trust me now?" 

Su Lang collected the pill, with a hint of playfulness in his tone. 

Seeing that the pill in front of him disappeared, Zhu Yue suddenly recovered, his face exploded with 

endless shock. 

"Senior Owenyao, you...how did you do this!?" 

"Aren't you just a Danzun, but a Danshen? No, the Danshen can't do it either!" 

He looked at Su Lang with unbelievable gaze, and said in a trembled voice: "Senior Yun Yemeng is a pill 

god, and it is impossible for him to refine a high-level pill of perfect quality!" 



The two Martial Kings of Mo Qing were also shocked, but they were not qualified to ask questions, so 

they could only watch them blankly. 

"Haha, Mr. Zhu Yue, I have already told you that I have a special alchemy method." 

Su Lang smiled indifferently, "It's just that I can't tell you the specific method." 

"Special alchemy method!?" 

"Senior Owenyao... have you opened up a new chapter in Alchemy!?" 

"So many pills have been refined in a short time, and all of them are of perfect quality!" 

"Oh my God, such a mysterious method of alchemy, it has exceeded the barriers of existing alchemy 

knowledge..." 

"Senior Owen Yao, you...can you accept me as a disciple!?" 

Zhu Yue murmured in a dull expression, his eyes brightened, and he knelt in front of Su Lang without 

hesitation. 

As the owner of the Blue Star Danlou, as a generation of Dan Huang, he has never kneeled to others in 

the long years. 

But today, for that ‘special way of alchemy’, he knelt and he bowed! 

This scene directly caused Mo Qing's two Wu Kings to open their mouths, and their jaws were about to 

fall! 

"Sorry, Mr. Zhu Yue." 

"Limited by physique, only I can use that method." 

"Otherwise, I also want to contribute such profound alchemy to benefit the world." 

"After all, our Blue Star humans are at risk under the aggression of the Wind Spirits. If my alchemy can 

be promoted, it will definitely create more powerful people to resist the Wind Spirits." 

"It's a pity that only I can use my alchemy, and my knowledge of alchemy is not much better than other 

alchemy." 

Su Lang pretended to be regretful, and said, "The reason why he can do such a magical thing is entirely 

dependent on his physique." 

"Physique?" 

Zhu Yue's heart thumped, and his whole body was cool. 

He knew that he really had no chance with that magical alchemy. 

"I see, senior..." 

With an extremely bitter expression, Zhu Yue nodded and stood up. 

"I really can't teach you." 



Su Lang said with some regret, "Finally, let's not mention this, you go to auction these pills." 

Chapter 295: The strong gather the bosses out of the mountain! 

With that, he handed out two space rings. 

The reason there are two, of course, is that the previous one cannot fit! 

I have to say that there are so many pills that Su Lang has refined, and he can't even hold the space ring! 

"Ok......" 

Zhu Yue took the ring with a bleak face, and walked away in despair. 

Seeing this, Mo Qing suddenly felt a little at a loss. 

"You guys go too." 

Su Lang waved his hand and said, "However, first give me a quota for the auction, I want to go in and 

take a look." 

"Yes!" 

Mo Qing respectfully handed a white jade plaque to Su Lang, and then took Na Wu Wang and left after 

leaving. 

... 

Not long. 

A news came from the Blue Star Dan Tower, which instantly caused a sensation in the city! 

The news is that the Blue Star Pill Building will auction a large number of medicines, and the varieties are 

quite rich, including a large number of king-level, imperial-level and even respect-level medicine! 

The auction roster spread throughout the main city of Blue Star soon after the news came out. 

And the auction time is that night! 

After the news came out, countless people's eyes fell on Lan Xing Danlou. 

Especially those Martial Kings and Martial Emperors, their eyes glowed, as amazing as a flashlight. 

Even the martial arts-class bosses who couldn't live in seclusion were all overjoyed and immediately 

went out of the mountain. 

On weekdays, people like them are very strenuous to buy pills of the same level. 

Because there are only so many Pill King Pill Emperors, Dan Zun is even less pitiful. 

The output of these alchemy masters is very limited, and the remaining martial kings and emperors are 

not enough, most of the time they can only rely on their own penance. 

But today, the Blue Star Pill Building actually auctions a large number of medicines above the king level, 

which is simply incredible. 
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At the same time, this is also a great opportunity, not even an exaggeration! 

After all, once they get the much-needed pill, they are likely to break through the current realm and 

become a stronger existence. 

"In this auction, I will get the pill that I need anyway!" 

"I want to take out all of my net worth, and bid for too high a gold essence forbidden pill, I want to break 

through!" 

"The high-ranking pill I want, those old guys will definitely **** it with all their strength, don't be 

careless, you must prepare more spirit stones!" 

"..." 

In the entire Blue Star main city, countless strong people swarmed towards the Blue Star Dan Tower! 

You can see five or six of the Wuhuang-level powerhouses that are rare on weekdays near the Blue Star 

Dan Tower! 

Needless to say, those of Wuwang level can hit them by throwing a stone. 

In addition, there are more military commanders and generals. 

This auction will not only have medicinal medicines above the king level, but also precious medicinal 

medicines below the tenth level, and the quantity is very large. 

Therefore, those military commanders and generals are also unwilling to miss this excellent opportunity! 

... 

The unprecedented super auction of the Blue Star Danlou is about to open. In just half a day, the 

powerhouses of the entire Blue Star main city will be gathered. 

The patriarchs and elders of the major families, the presidents and strong men of the major chambers of 

commerce, and even the tutors of the Xuanyuan Wudao Academy, and even the three major hidden 

families have sent their staff to compete! 

Su Lang who heard the news just smiled faintly. 

For this result, he had already expected it. 

At this moment, he was sitting in the corner of the unusually majestic auction hall, watching the hot 

scene. 

This huge auction hall is divided into upper and lower floors, and there is no so-called VIP room. 

Sitting on the lower level are ordinary warriors, while on the upper level are the warriors with a high 

level of cultivation or noble status. The stronger and more powerful, the more forward the seat is. 

And Su Lang, sitting in the middle of the upper floor, could overlook the audience without being 

conspicuous. 



As more and more warriors poured into the auction hall, the entire lower level became one after 

another, crowded, like a black ocean. 

The upper floor was also full of warriors with a high level of cultivation and noble status. 

Some were silent like Su Lang, but most of the warriors greeted each other and talked happily. 

This grand auction has become an opportunity for them to communicate. 

Su Langhun listened to the discussion indifferently, but suddenly his expression changed--he heard some 

familiar words. 

Chapter 296: The super auction begins! 

"I heard no, not long ago, Dongfang City descended from the Martial God-level Wind Spirit Race!" 

"Of course I have heard about such a big thing. It is said that Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan died on the spot. It's 

really miserable!" 

"Yes, but Dongfang City actually survived in the end, and apart from Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan, not many 

people died!" 

"I also know this. It's incredible. The Wind Spirit Clan came across the cracks in time and space, killing 

two Martial Emperors and leaving!" 

"Hmph, don't you know? Even though the Wind Spirit Race Martial God only killed two Martial 

Emperors, he left a large number of A-level and S-level beasts!" 

"A-level and S-level? Isn't that the Wuwang and Wuhuang level? With these fierce beasts, how could 

Dongfang City be spared?" 

"That's because a Wuzun-level boss named Su Lang passed by Dongfang City, turned the tide and saved 

Dongfang City!" 

"Wu Zun Su Lang!? Why have I never heard of this existing name?" 

"I haven't heard of it, but according to the news I got, this is probably a newly promoted Wu Zun 

powerhouse." 

"how do I say this?" 

"Because, this Su Lang fought hard with Cao Zuo and Ji Jia before. Almost everyone in Dongfang City 

knows about this." 

"It turns out that he and Cao Zuo were fighting each other. They should have been at the Martial 

Emperor level at the time. After that, he could break through on the spot to kill the fierce beasts left by 

the Wind Spirit Martial God and save Dongfang City from water and fire!" 

"Yes, this Su Lang is really tough, he saved a big city by himself!" 

"By the way, do you know that the Martial Arts Alliance and the Jin Family of the Hidden Family are 

looking for this Martial Master!" 
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"The Martial Arts Alliance is looking for this Su Lang, you can guess it without thinking about it, but the 

Jin family also sent someone, what are they going to do?" 

"Haha, the Jin family of the three major hidden families has been very active recently, and there is no 

such thing as a hidden family at all. Looking at the other two families, they don't care about anything 

except the evil beast tide." 

"Yes, I don't know why the Jin family is like this." 

"You guys, be careful that the wall has ears. If you are hated by the Jin family, you won't have a chance 

to beg for mercy." 

"Stop talking..." 

Everyone who was talking showed a vigilant look, and then immediately changed the subject. 

On the other side, Su Lang also retracted his attention. 

"The Martial Artist Alliance is looking for me, I hope that Ren Tian will keep his mouth shut, otherwise 

trouble will come." 

"There is also the Jin family. The Ji family is their affiliated family. Send someone to find me. The chances 

are that the person who came is not good." 

"As one of the hidden family, it should be very strong, but if it provokes me, hehe..." 

While thinking, Su Lang cast his gaze on the auction platform below. 

At this time, all the bidders with places have entered the venue. 

The beautiful host wearing a **** buttocks skirt also stood on the auction stage. 

This chair is protruding and tilting, but it is quite beautiful. 

Su Lang's gaze circled around the beautiful host, admiring it with relish. 

"Guests, welcome to this auction!" 

The beautiful host opens Zhu's lips, and that delicate voice can make people's bones crisp! 

"Presumably everyone doesn't want to listen to my nonsense." 

"Next, we will begin auctioning the first auction item-75,000 perfect-quality Tier 8 pills, Kaiyang Guisui 

Pill!" 

Accompanied by the excited voice of the beautiful host, a staff member came up with a pill. 

A huge tray with countless elixirs! 

The bidders below were shocked when they saw this scene, even the senior warriors sitting on the 

upper level were no exception. 

The eighth-order pill, it sounds nothing remarkable. 

But the perfect quality pill, and the number has reached 75,000, which is simply shocking! 



This is a pill of perfect quality. It is so scarce on weekdays that there are so many at this time! 

"These 75,000 perfect quality Kaiyang Turtle Pills will be divided into 100 groups." 

The beauty host announced the rules, "This hundred groups of medicinal drugs bid at the same time, 

and everyone can bid for any group!" 

As soon as the rule came out, everyone immediately cheered, especially the lower level warriors. 

The 8th-order pill is suitable for them, but more than 70,000 pieces are auctioned together, it is 

impossible for them to afford it. 

But divided into a hundred groups, the pressure is much less. 

"The reserve price for each group is 300 high-grade spirit stones." 

At this time, the beauty host said in a very exciting voice, "Now, the bidding begins!!" 

At the moment when her voice fell, countless people started bidding! 

Chapter 297: The first auction item 

"I shot group 1, 310 top grade spirit stone!" 

"I shot group 5, 320 high-grade spirit stones!" 

"In group 98, I have 310 high-grade spirit stones!" 

"..." 

In an instant, there were bids for each of the 100 elixir pills. 

And, after one second, the second and third rounds of bids appeared for each group of pill. 

The voices of the people shouting prices came and went one after another, and it was enough for 

ordinary people to hear it. 

If the person who didn't record the price was a powerful Martial Emperor, who could use the Ningwu-

level mental power to record, I am afraid that just these prices, I don't know who called it out! 

The noisy bidding lasted for a full minute, and the price of each group of pills was rising rapidly! 

Under normal circumstances, the price of an 8-level perfect-quality pill is about 4000 lower-grade spirit 

stones. 

A set of 750 pill, the value is 300 high-grade spirit stones, which is the auction reserve price. 

But at this time, the price of each pill has already exceeded 350 high-grade spirit stones! 

Moreover, there are still people constantly bidding! 

This scene is so happy that Su Lang, and also the people of the auction house. 

The more the final transaction price, the higher their rake, can it be unhappy? 
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Time passed, and after another moment, no one bid for all the 100 groups of pills, and the price 

stabilized at around 400 high-grade spirit stones. 

This price is one-third more than the market price, but those warriors who bought the medicine still felt 

it was worth it. 

Because, a set of 750 perfect quality pills! 

"The first auction is over!" 

"Next, there will be 75,000 pills of perfect quality!" 

The attractive voice of the beautiful host sounded, "However, this time the auction is for the eighth-

order five-element complex spirit profound pill!" 

As soon as she finished speaking, the entire auction hall instantly boiled like a frying pan. 

"Looking down, it turned out to be another pill of perfect quality, and it is more than 70,000 pieces!" 

"Oh my God, how come there are so many perfect quality pills, which alchemy master made these?" 

"It's horrible. There are so many perfect pills. Could it be that a super alchemist has mastered some 

mysterious alchemy and can refine perfect quality pills on a large scale?" 

"How is this possible? I think it is likely that the Blue Star Danlou was collected from all over the Blue 

Star and auctioned together!" 

"I think so!" 

"..." 

Among the people's discussion, a staff member brought the pill. 

Under the guidance of the beautiful host, another hot bidding has begun! 

Because of the different varieties of pill, the bidding this time was not weaker than the first one. In the 

end, the price of each group was 400 high-grade spirit stones. 

After this round of pill auctions ended, everyone thought that the high-level pill was about to play. 

However, they never expected that the next lot would turn out to be a perfect pill of tens of thousands! 

And this time the pill is still the most precious cultivation pill among the 8th rank. 

In their surprise, they began bidding desperately. 

In the end, the price of this group of pills has exceeded 450 high-grade spirit stones on average! 

Immediately afterwards, in the incredible eyes of everyone, the next lot came up-it was still a pill of 

perfect quality at level 8. 

Not only that, the next dozen lots are all the perfect pill of order 8. 

However, everyone's enthusiasm has not diminished because of the large number of pills. 



There is no way, there are only 100 groups of each kind of pill, but the warriors in need don't know how 

many. 

Even the military commanders are very interested in these pills, because these perfect quality pills also 

have good effects on them. 

Therefore, in the face of the huge market, these 8th-order elixirs were also sold out quickly. 

Those warriors who had not photographed the medicine pounded their chests, and hated their poverty 

deeply. 

"Unexpectedly, the 8th-order pill alone caused a wave of small climaxes." 

The corners of Su Lang's mouth slowly aroused, and he was looking forward to everyone's reaction after 

the appearance of the high-level pill. 

Did not let Su Lang wait for long. 

After the auction of the last 8th-order pill, the beauty host specially let everyone rest for a while. 

And this also makes everyone faintly feel that the next lot is probably even more awesome! 

Chapter 298: Get red 

The halftime break did not last long. 

Very open, the enchanting figure of the beautiful host appeared on the auction stage again. 

The auction continues! 

"The next lot will definitely not disappoint everyone..." 

The beautiful host mobilized the atmosphere, and then asked people to present the lot on a red cloth 

tray. 

"The lot this time, the tenth-order perfect quality pill, 1000 Tai Xuan Rong Ling Ba Pill!" 

With the introduction of the beautiful host, the following warriors really made a sensation like an 

earthquake. 

"It turned out to be the best cultivation pill among Tier 10, Tai Xuan Rong Ling Ba Pill!" 

"Did you hear the point!? Perfect quality! These pills are also perfect quality pills!" 

"I'm going, this time I must take some pills. My bottleneck has not been broken for a long time!" 

"Hmph, I still want to break through King Wu, I also want to shoot Tai Xuan Rong Ling Ba Pill!" 

"..." 

Before the auction started, the martial arts-level martial artists quarreled, and even some martial kings 

showed their coveting colors. 

"Now, 1000 Tai Xuan Rong Ling Ba Pills are auctioned in 50 groups! Each group has 20!" 
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"The auction reserve price is 600 high-grade spirit stones, and the price increase shall not be less than 10 

high-grade spirit stones, bidding, start!" 

The seductive voice of the beautiful host resounded through the audience, and the military commanders 

and kings robbed wildly. 

"I have 800 high-grade spirit stones!" 

"I have 820 high-grade spirit stones!" 

"Go away, I'm out of 900 high-grade spirit stones, I want to shoot five sets!" 

"My fork, you are a martial king, you even grabbed us!" 

"..." 

In the blink of an eye, the price of each group exceeded 800 high-grade spirit stones. 

In the end, some local tyrants pushed the price to 1,000 high-grade spirit stones! 

You know that the 1000 high-grade spirit stones don't look much, but the Tai Xuan Rong Ling Ba Pill is 

only a Tier 10 pill. 

Compared with the grade of the pill, this price has greatly exceeded the price it should have. 

Of course, immortality of perfect quality is priceless in the market. Although the price is shocking, it is 

reasonable. 

After the Taixuan Rong Ling Ba Pill, there are all kinds of Tier 10 pills of perfect quality. 

All the warriors were so excited that they were almost crazy, and they were all blushing, and they were 

about to fight. 

After fierce competition, all the perfect-quality Tier 10 pills have been auctioned off, and the prices are 

all above 1,000 high-grade spirit stones! 

Immediately afterwards, the Wangjie pill appeared, and it was still all pill of perfect quality. 

The audience was in an uproar as soon as the Wang-rank pill of perfect quality appeared. 

Even the noble warriors sitting on the upper floor opened their eyes. 

They were unbelievable because of Wangjie's perfect quality pill, and the large number. 

"On the pill auction roster, only the name of the pill is written, and the quality is not specified. I didn't 

expect it to be of perfect quality!" 

"Perfect quality 8th-order pill, 10th-order pill, and even Wang-rank pill. This time, the blue star pill is too 

big!" 

"Yes, this pill auction is simply unprecedented!" 

"..." 

As everyone discussed, the auction started again. 



This time, the main force of the auction of medicines became King Wu and Emperor Wu, and the 

military commanders could only swallow their saliva and watch them with eye addiction. 

Accompanied by the bidding of King Wu from all sides, all kinds of Wang-level medicinal pills were sold 

out in a short period of time, and each one was bought at a high price. 

The warriors who bid for the elixir were ecstatic, while the warriors who missed the elixir sighed. 

By this time, the bigwigs of all parties, who had been stable like old dogs from the beginning to the 

present, gradually became excited. 

Because they know that the following is the time for Wuhuang-level pill and Wuzun-level pill to play! 

This Martial Emperor-level pill is not only useful for Martial Emperor, but also for Martial Emperor-level 

bosses. 

Not to mention the honorable pill, this is a super treasure for every honorable boss! 

as predicted. 

The beautiful host announced the next lot 

——Imperial-level pill, Beichen Zhiyuan Pill, 68 pieces, all of perfect quality! 

As soon as her voice fell, there was an incredible voice from the audience, almost like a tsunami of 

extinction. 

Chapter 299: Could it be that Dan Sheng was born 

"Perfect quality emperor pill? This is impossible!" 

"Who can refine the perfect emperor-rank pill? I'm afraid there is only Pill Shen Yun Yemeng!" 

"But with so many imperial elixir of perfect quality, can the Pill God Yun Yemeng be refined?" 

"If it wasn't for Pill God Yun Yemeng, who else could refine the emperor's perfect quality pill?" 

"but......" 

Everyone was horrified, and then one after another guessed that it was Yun Yemeng, the only Pill God, 

that was refining the pill. 

"Yun Yemeng? Huh!" 

Sitting in the corner, Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a noncommittal smile. 

In the horror of countless people. 

The perfect quality emperor's pill has been auctioned. 

This time, only Wu Huang and Wu Zun, the most terrifying warriors on the blue stars, were eligible to 

participate in the auction. 

"1 Rank Nine Dragon's Mouth Pill, I will produce 10,000 top-grade spirit stones!" 
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"Only 10,000 high-grade spirit stones? Is your Ding family so poor? I have 20,000 high-grade spirit 

stones!" 

"Huh, a bunch of scum, I have 25,000 high-grade spirit stones!" 

"..." 

A group of martial emperors exuded a strong aura, and began bidding for the emperor-rank pill. 

Even Wu Zun joined the competition. 

Everyone is not a person who cherishes silver, and they go all out, and the shouts of prices continue to 

be heard. 

Every price rushed into the ears of the martial artist present, making him breathe in cold air. 

The auction of the emperor's elixir gradually ended amidst the fierce bidding of the emperors. 

In the end, the value of each pill reached more than 40,000 high-grade spirit stones, which far exceeded 

Su Lang's expectations! 

"It was originally estimated that the imperial elixir of perfect quality would be worth 10,000 top-grade 

spirit stones, but I didn't expect it to be more than doubled!" 

A touch of joy rose in Su Lang's heart, "As a result, I am one step closer to activating the new system 

function, haha!" 

At this time. 

"Next, is the finale of this auction." 

The excited voice of the beautiful host came again: "Exemplary pill, quality-perfect!!" 

As soon as her voice fell, the entire auction hall felt like a nuclear bomb exploded in an instant, and the 

terrifying sound waves shook people's scalp! 

"What!? There is a superior quality pill in the world!?" 

"Even if the emperor ranks, it can still explain, what is the perfect pill of noble rank?" 

"Yes, even the pill **** Yun Yemeng can't refine the perfect quality pill of noble rank, right?" 

"My God, every pill and pill at this auction is of perfect quality. Who made this?" 

"Is it possible that there are still warriors on our Blue Star who have reached the legendary Pill Saint 

Realm!?" 

"Pill Saint!? Is there really a Pill Saint born!? Is it Yun Yemeng? Did he break through the Pill Saint?" 

"Blue Star Pill Building, we need answers, where did these pills come from and who made them!?" 

"Who is Pill Saint!? Who is Pill Saint!?" 

"..." 



The warriors in the audience, whose units are ten thousand, showed incredible shock. 

Everyone looked at the beautiful host in the middle of the field with scorching eyes, desperately hoping 

to get an answer. 

But how would the beauty host know? 

Except for Su Lang himself, no one in the world knew that these pills were made by him. 

Even the owner and high-level staff of the Blue Star Danlou knew only the fake identity of Su Lang. 

Being stared at by tens of thousands of eyes, the beautiful host is sweating even though she has been on 

the battlefield. 

"The alchemist who entrusted our alchemy building does not allow us to reveal his identity!" 

In the end, she could only say in the hopeful eyes of everyone: "But I know, it's not Pill God Yun 

Yemeng!" 

As soon as this answer came out, everyone was thunderous. 

Pill God Yun Yemeng is the strongest alchemist in the world. 

You know, the path of the alchemy is getting more and more difficult. From ancient times to the 

present, this person on the blue star has reached the realm of the alchemy. 

Pill Saint...that's the existence of Canglan Continent! 

But at this time, it is very possible that the human race has reached the realm of Pill Saint. What a 

genius! 

The entire auction hall was silent, and everyone was shocked. 

After a while. 

"No matter who it is, it is my Blue Star's fortune." 

"This existence did not want to be named, he must have his own intentions." 

On the upper floor of the auction hall, an old Wu Zun slowly said: "Let's... continue to bid." 

This Wu Zun spoke, and most of the people's thoughts immediately returned to the auction. 

Countless people's eyes fixed on the beautiful host, and she was so frightened that she immediately 

brought the exalted pill. 

Chapter 300: Wu Zun-level bidding! 

"There are a total of 4 high-ranking pill in this auction, 5 of each, 20 in total!" 

"The first kind of pill is Sun Yuye Pill. This kind of pill has extremely powerful energy and can..." 

The beautiful host introduced the lot with excitement. It was the first time that such a precious treasure 

was auctioned. 
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And excited, not only the beautiful host, everyone present was extremely excited, especially those Wu 

Zun who came out of the mountain! 

Throughout the auction, the excitement of countless people almost burned the air. 

In such a welcoming atmosphere, the finale, the Zun-level Pill, officially began bidding. 

This time, only powerful Wu Zun bosses are eligible to participate. 

What Wuhuang Wuwang must stand aside. 

And as the top figures in the pyramid, these Wuzun bosses have gathered no idea how much wealth! 

"The Sun Jade Liquid Pill, I came for it, I will definitely get this pill! Each 200,000 high-grade spirit stone!" 

"Huh! This pill can extend lifespan, no matter what, I will get it! Each 250,000 high-grade spirit stone!" 

"Old Monster Xiao, you are going to die, isn't it good to leave us younger guys? Each 300,000 high-grade 

spirit stone!" 

"..." 

All the martial arts-class bosses set off one after another, and in a short time, more than 20 people 

appeared! 

Immediately afterwards, one by one, shocking prices came out from their mouths. 

All the warriors were shocked, hundreds of thousands of high-grade spirit stones, just to buy a pill! 

At the same time, Su Lang almost smiled. 

He originally thought it would be terrible to have three or four Wu Zuns participating in this auction, but 

he never expected that there would be more than twenty! 

We must know that the total number of high-ranking pill is only 20, and one of these two dozen martial 

masters is not enough! 

"It seems that the spirit stone earned this time is far beyond imagination! Hahaha!" 

Su Lang couldn't help letting out a deep and excited laugh. 

In the auction hall, the majestic Wu Zun kept quoting, and they were doing their best for a pill. 

In a short period of time, the price of the first pill, Sun Yuye Pill, has exceeded 500,000 high-grade spirit 

stones! 

Regarding the bidding of the powerful martial artists, some warriors expressed their confusion: "They 

are obviously so powerful, why don't they just shoot for it?" 

"Snatch!? Stupid?" 

"Hehe, more than twenty martial arts, everyone wants a fight?" 

"Your rules in front of the Blue Star main city are false or not? Who dares to do it openly? Wu Zun is also 

afraid of sanctions!" 



"Moreover, behind these pills, there is a suspected Pill Saint, Rob? Want to offend Pill Saint?" 

"That's right, Master Pill Sage released the pill to sell to everyone, it is already a great favor, but also 

grabbed it? Master Wu Zun is the person who avenge revenge?" 

"..." 

In the rebuttal of countless people, those puzzled warriors lowered their heads in shame. 

Next, in the frenzied robbing of the Wu Zuns, all the 20 Zun-rank Pills refined by Su Lang were sold. 

Because the pill was few and there were many people, each pill was sold at a terrifying price of about 

600,000 high-grade spirit stones. 

And this unprecedented auction ended after the auction for the last pill was finished! 

"Tsk tusk, I understand why those guys on earth in the past life are engaged in hunger marketing." 

There was a touch of excitement that could not be concealed on Su Lang's face. 

Immediately, watching the ending scene, Su Lang calmed down his excitement and walked toward the 

outside of the auction hall. 

The tens of thousands of warriors also left with noisy comments 

——What they see and hear today will be the most important talk in their lives! 

After walking out of the auction hall, Su Lang did not look for Zhu Yue, the owner of the Blue Star Dan 

Tower. 

Because he knew that those Wuzun-class existences would definitely go to Zhuyue to ask for 

information about him after the auction was over. 

He even waited for him in the Blue Star Pill Building to get the Lingshi obtained from the auction of pill. 

Therefore, after the auction opened, he contacted Zhu Yue and changed the way of delivering the spirit 

stone. 

The confused Zhu Yue didn't know that he had doubts about Su Lang's disguised "Owen Yao" identity, 

but the other party was suspected of being Pill Saint, so he didn't dare to offend him, but was obedient. 

One hour later. 

Su Lang's figure appeared in a teahouse. 

After waiting for a while, Mo Qing appeared and handed a space ring respectfully to Su Lang. 

After that, Mo Qing left cautiously, and Su Lang immediately took back his clone. 

 


